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(Flight controls research)   

Dryden Flight Research Center
To Fly What Others Only Imagine 
Control: 13 October 2004 
Dryden as Seen from Space
Dryden
Edwards Air Force Base
• Remote Location
• Varied Topography
• 350 Testable Days Per Year
• Extensive Range Airspace
• 29 000 Ft Concrete Runways,    

































X-48B Blended Wing BodyNASA Aeronautics
QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor
are needed to see this picture.
Autonomous Aerial Refueling 
F-15B Quiet Spike NF-15 Intelligent Flight Controls
Demonstration
F 15B Q i t S ik-  u e  p e
Aeronautics Disciplines 
• Dryden research engineering teams are         
multidisciplinary:
Structures Aerodynamics Propulsion Systems,  ,  ,  , 
Instrumentation, and Controls
• Many other branches support flight test:         
Operations, Simulation, Maintenance, etc.
F t d ’ l th f i t l hor o ay s examp e, e ocus s on con ro s researc …
F‐15 IFCS PROJECT   
Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS)
Airplanes Get Damaged   
• Collisions
• Bird Strikes
h i l il
Think about hitting a 10 lb 
bird at 500 mph!
• Mec an ca  Fa ures
• Battle Damage
… and other causes
In some cases, heroic pilots have been able 
to land airplanes with major damage…
Israeli F‐15 Mid‐Air Collision
F/A‐18 Mid‐Air Collision
F‐15 IFCS Project Goals     
• Adapt to damage
• Stabilize the damaged airplane




• Simulate a damaged airplane in flight:         
– Lock a control surface









• Quadraplex digital 
flight control system
• Research control 
law processor
• ARTS II  computer for added computational 





Control Surface “Failure”   
• Freeze the left stabilator [video]     
– Reduces pitch authority
Causes cross coupling–   ‐
(pitch input causes roll!)
Analogy: 



















N l N t k
Sensors






– Respect structural limitations   




































• Mission Control Room   
– Flight Director





















• Helps to “separate the real from the             
imagined”
Questions?
